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Moments
of Mercy
Providing care to those
impacted by chronic
conditions like diabetes
When 56-year-old Robert Mendoza* first
visited a Mission of Mercy clinic, he was a
poorly controlled diabetic who was recently
released from the hospital after a blood
infection almost took his life. Like many
uninsured Arizonans, the emergency room
was the only resource he turned to for his
healthcare needs.
He was no longer able to work due to nerve
damage in his legs that caused severe pain,
and he had high cholesterol and early kidney
damage. Robert was denied AHCCCS, but
was referred to Mission of Mercy by a friend.
At his initial Mission of Mercy clinic visit, his
Hemoglobin A1c (a common blood sugar
level test) was 9.0. This test helps healthcare
professionals measure diabetic control; ideally,
the measurement would fall below 7.0.
Robert’s story is not unlike many Mission of
Mercy patients. Caring for Arizona’s uninsured
and under-insured populations is a big task,
but it’s one that Mission of Mercy has been
doing with dignity and compassion for the
past 21 years.

“Many people think we care only for sore
throats, cough and the flu. While we do
treat those illnesses as well, greater than
40 percent of our patient population has
diabetes and hypertension,” said Carie
Barlow, MD, a volunteer physician with
Mission of Mercy who has donated well over
3,000 hours of her time. “I have patients with
cancer, strokes, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus,
end-stage kidney disease and other medical
conditions. Unfortunately, many patients
can’t even afford $4 for the cheapest
medications, let alone money for food, the
electric bill or transportation.”

www.missionofmercyaz.org
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A FOCUS ON
CHRONIC CONDITIONS
Approximately 79 percent of
the patients who visit a Mission
of Mercy clinic site have one or
more chronic conditions with
the top three conditions being
hypertension, diabetes and
high cholesterol.

November
is Diabetes
Awareness Month:
Visit HealingAZ.org to
make a secure tax credit
donation to positively
impact more patients
like Robert.

Luckily for Robert, Mission
of Mercy’s healthcare team
was able to get him back
on track. After nine months
of care at the Avondale
clinic site, his Hemoglobin
A1c level is down to 6.7. In
addition to seeing a volunteer
physician, he consulted with
a volunteer diabetes educator
who helped him map out
a strategy to make difficult
lifestyle changes that will
ultimately improve his health.
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PROVIDING
HOPE AND HEALING
In addition to free clinic visits,
Mission of Mercy provides free
prescription medications for
those in need. For patients
with diabetes, this is a huge
blessing. Insulin is one of the
most expensive medications
on the market today with the
price more than doubling in the
U.S. since 2012, according to the
Health Care Cost Institute.
Mission of Mercy stocks several
oral diabetic medications that

prescription medication
budget for fiscal year 2018
was $70,000. Last year alone,
29,681 prescriptions were
dispensed to Mission of Mercy
patients free of charge, which
represented a 10 percent
increase over the prior year.
Prescription medications played an
important role in getting Robert
back on track. He continues his
medical appointments at Mission
of Mercy’s Avondale clinic and
has been able to control his
diabetes with the help of three

Mission of Mercy is now partnering with St. Vincent De Paul to
provide regular diabetes education to patients at our Phoenix and
Maryvale clinics.

help decrease insulin resistance.
Medications are funded
through generous donors’
financial contributions as well
as the occasional donation of
medications. Mission of Mercy’s

oral prescription medications
and a high dose of long-acting
insulin, which a Mission of Mercy
volunteer physician helped him
apply for via the drug company’s
patient assistance program.

SEEN AT
CHRONIC
CONDITIONS MISSION OF MERCY

1. Hypertension
2. Diabetes
3. High cholesterol
4. Arthritis
5. Hypothyroid

A WIN-WIN

Take the Arizona
Charitable Tax Credit

By making an Arizona Charitable Tax Credit donation to the Mission of Mercy
Arizona Health Partnership Fund, you are providing free doctor visits and prescription
medications to those Arizonans who need it most.

3 WAYS
TO DONATE

Give online at www.HealingAZ.org (easy and secure)
Call 602.861.2233
Make out a check to Mission of Mercy Health Fund,
360 E. Coronado Rd., Suite 160, Phoenix, AZ 85004

YOUR ARIZONA TAX
CREDIT GIFT WILL:
$800 GIFT provides a 6-week chronic disease
management course for 10 patients with diabetes.
$600 GIFT covers 1 month of fuel to power our
mobile medical units.
$400 GIFT provides inhalers for 6 patients with
asthma.
$200 GIFT gives 40 patients with high blood
pressure medication for 1 month.
$100 GIFT pays for 1 doctor visit, including
medications, diagnostic labs, x-ray and 1:1 patient
counseling.

Mission of Mercy Health
Partnership Fund is
recognized by the State
of Arizona Department of
Revenue as a Qualifying
Charitable Organization.
QCO Code 20941

5 REASONS

TO CHOOSE MISSION OF
MERCY FOR YOUR TAX
CREDIT

1
2
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Everyone deserves access to healthcare in
our community.
Mission of Mercy is 100% privately funded
and receives no state or federal funding.
Our healthcare volunteers provide free
medical care, which enables us to maximize
all donations instead of paying costly
professional salaries.

4
5

More than 350,000 prescription medications
have been provided to Arizonans in need
since Mission of Mercy’s inception.
For more than 20 years, Mission of Mercy
Arizona has provided healing through love
by logging more than 226,000 pro bono
patient visits since our inception.

Donor Spotlight

KURT and DENISE SCHULER
When Kurt and Denise Schuler had a friend move to Phoenix who
was struggling and facing an unknown health issue, they turned to
friends at their church for advice on how they might be able to help her.
Fortunately, they were directed to Mission of Mercy Arizona, and their
friend was able to get treatment for a severe sinus
infection that had been plaguing her.
“What I was struck by most was the
sincerity in their question to her:
‘How can we help you?,’” Kurt said.
“In addition to providing her with
medical care, they helped her get
health coverage through AHCCCS.
Mission of Mercy made all the
difference for her, as she was
eventually diagnosed with early
onset Alzheimer’s disease.”
This initial encounter with Mission of
Mercy Arizona’s outreach work impressed
the Schulers, who decided to give back
financially to the nonprofit and have been monthly donors for more
than a decade.

Join Us
for a Tour
Want a chance to witness
Mission of Mercy in
action? Come to a clinic
tour!
Call 602-861-2233 for
a tour schedule or visit
amissionofmercy.org/
arizona/take-a-tour

Interested in
volunteering?
Mission of Mercy’s greatest
volunteer need is for RNs at the
Maryvale and Shepherd of the
Valley clinic locations and for
Spanish-speaking interpreters at
the Avondale clinic.

The Schulers are proud of their philanthropic giving to Mission of
Mercy and several other local nonprofits who serve the homeless and
working poor. While Kurt is retired, Denise works at a local Catholic
school. When they are not giving back to the community, they enjoy
dining out and traveling together, especially visiting their three adult
children and four grandkids in Texas and Maryland.

You’re Invited!
12th Annual Morning of Miracles
Community Breakfast
RSVP today!
602-861-2233

Reach out to Ann Collins at
ACollins@amissionofmercy.org
or 480.451.0898 if you’re interested
in volunteering.

Wednesday, December 5th, 2018
7:30am – 8:30am
Phoenix Art Museum

Albertsons Safeway Volunteers Give a Boost
Beginning in April 2018, Albertsons Safeway and
Midwestern University’s Clinical Pharmacy Residency
program teamed up to provide pharmacy resident
volunteers at Mission of Mercy Arizona’s weekly clinic
at Shepherd of the Valley in Phoenix.
“The residents are getting experience on the clinical
side and get to hear the thought process of doctors when deciding what medications to prescribe, which
is not something they would normally be exposed to,” said Dr. Brad
Smith, Mission of Mercy Medical Director.
Albertsons pharmacy volunteers Heeya Ju, PharmD, (at left in picture)
and Pooja Patel, PharmD, have been administering free flu shots thanks
to Albertsons Safeway and their generous partnership, which has also
benefited our Avondale clinic.
“It is incredibly rewarding to know we are all working to provide
the best patient care we can to a population that is uninsured or
under-insured and who may otherwise fall through the cracks of the
healthcare system,” said Susana Horst, PharmD, Patient Care Pharmacist
and Residency Preceptor for Albertsons Safeway.
THANK YOU ALBERTSONS SAFEWAY!
Mission of Mercy recently received a generous $50,000 grant from Albertsons Companies Foundation.
With this grant, Mission of Mercy was invited to participate in a comprehensive media campaign to provide
education and awareness of the flu and encourage people in our community to get their annual flu shot. In
partnership with Albertsons Safeway, CBS 5 and 3TV, Mission of Mercy will be part of the “Get the Facts, Not
the Flu” campaign throughout the month of November.

Leading the Way

Meet the Arizona Health Partnership Fund Board of Directors
The Arizona Health Partnership Fund is a local, separate 501c3 that exists for the sole purpose of supporting
Mission of Mercy Arizona’s mobile health clinics. The Health Fund qualifies for the Arizona Charitable Tax
Credit program, which is why we have been asking you to make your donations to the Mission of Mercy
Health Fund, so that you can take full advantage of the tax credit up to $800 per couple/$400 per individual.
Having the Health Fund in Arizona also provides an opportunity for our supporters to establish a Legacy Gift
commitment or bequest specifically for our Arizona clinics and initiatives.
The Health Fund is governed by an accomplished Board of Directors who are leaders within their
respective fields. We would like for you to get to know them; therefore, we are spotlighting two
members in this issue:
Kim Fleurquin, MBA/HCM,

Andy Jacob, M.D., J.D.,

Sonora Quest Laboratories

Gordon & Rees

As Chief Risk Officer for Sonora
Quest Laboratories, Kim Fleurquin
is a subject matter expert on data
privacy, security and risk mitigation
with extensive experience in
building legal and regulatory programs.
“As a community partner, I find great pleasure
in knowing I am doing everything I can to
help provide a safety net for those who are
falling through the cracks of our healthcare
system. Healing through Love is more than a
responsibility for me – it is a mission!”

Andrew Jacob, M.D., J.D. is a
member of the Commercial
Litigation and Appellate practice
groups in Gordon & Rees’
Phoenix office. Prior to embarking
on a second career in law, Dr. Jacob was an
interventional cardiologist and has extensive
healthcare experience.
“In one of the richest countries in the world, no
one should get sick and perhaps die because
they can’t afford to see a doctor or get necessary
medicine. Yet far too many do. Mission of Mercy
ensures that others don’t.”

Arizona Health Partnership Fund Board of Directors
Henry W. Konerko, PhD Chairman Larry Hall Vice Chair Susan M. Connor Kim Fleurquin, MBA, HCM
Philip Hotchkiss, CFP Andrew S. Jacob, MD, JD Dennis McAllister, RPh, DPh Curt Stewart

Town of Gilbert Opens
Heritage Center
A ribbon-cutting ceremony was recently held for
the Heritage Center, a wellness, education and
resource center operated by AZCEND. Mission
of Mercy is excited to partner with the Town of
Gilbert on this center and we look forward to
opening a clinic there in 2019 once our fundraising
goal has been met!
Want to help us reach our goal? Reach out to
Executive Director Paula Carvalho at 602.861.2233
or pcarvalho@amissionofmercy.org to find out
how you can help.

The Heritage Center is now open in Gilbert, ready to
provide wellness and education resources.

